
 

we'll look at some analytical a semi analytical approaches to

landing guidance To arrive at simple solutions we have

to simplify the dynamic model

One such approach was developed by Chris DSouza in 1997
His paper is called An optimal guidance law for planetary
landing we'll follow his approach

Assume that gravity is constant aerodynamic forces are

negligible mass dynamics are unimportant and there are no

control constraints The resulting equations of motion are
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As an objective he considers the weighted time energy
function tf

J Ttf If astray a dt
to

T is a scalar weight For small values of T we expect

longer flight times smaller control values For large values

of T we expect shorter flight times larger control values



The paper claims a minimum time to landing can be

obtained quite easily by setting T to a large positive
number Do you think a minimum time solution exists

for a problem w o control constraints

To analyze the problem we write the Hamiltonian

endpoint functions

H aft aftAE 2 4 Iyut 7zw
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landing at the origin w zero speed

What happened to do D souza is ignoring it by assuming

70 1 We should not do this As an exercise explore
the 20 0 case



The costate transversality conditions are
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we can easily integrate these equations By defining
1go tf t which is the amount of time remaining in
the trajectory they are
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The pointwise minimum condition is
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Since all of the control accelerations are unconstrained

the minimiters can be found by setting the derivatives
equal to zero Thus

a In V tqo Vu
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Note that the control in each direction is a linear function

of time since all of the V's are constants These functions

can be substituted into the state equations a integrated to

yield

u zuxtgf mtg X fevxtgf outgo
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Note that the minus signs appear in X y TZ because

go is a negative function of time



If we know our current state u v w X y z and remaining

flight time tayo then we can solve for all the v's

since they appear linearly in the above equations

Once we know the V's we can easily calculate the

optimal accelerations ax ay at
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Note that as we approach tf tgo approaches zero causing
the control accelerations to explode One work around here

is to simply hold tgo constant once some minimal value

is reached

To this point we've ignored calculation of the flight time
To find tf we need to use the other transversality
condition Hf 26 2tf T Note however that in
all of our analysis we've assumed that 1go 0 Thus

using this condition isn't too insightful at the moment



An alternative is to use the fact that the Hamiltonian is
also constant since our problem is time invariant we

won't go through all the details but observe the following

facts
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and similarly for other terms

Thus multiplying through by tgo4 will result in a

quartic equation which can be solved analytically
According to DSouza that equation is

Tx Eg tg4o 2 u4v2 w2 tgo
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of course multiple solutions exist and we should the

least positive real root This completes the analysis for
this particular guidance law



There are infinitely many alternatives to the above guidance law

There are entire classes of laws dating back to the Apollodays
Ping Lu authored a paper linking many of these titled
the theory of fractional polynomial powered descent

guidance in the Journal of Guidance Control a Dynamics
in 2020

In the absence of optimality generating trajectories can be

quite easy Think back to how we used polynomials to

fit curves between our boundary conditions To see this

we'll work through Lu's first example

Again we assume a constant gravity field so that the

equations of motion are

r V

j a g

where r v a g t
1123

we also continue to ignore mass

dynamics aerodynamic forces to control constraints

We use time to go as we did before top tf t



To achieve a simple guidance law we assume a two term

parameterization i e we specify a desired thrust acceleration

of the form

ad C 4 tayo Cz42 tayo

where C Cz C1123 are constants The 4 functions are basis

functions functions we get to choose We denote their first
9 Second integrals as

Filtgo tilt dt
togo

Filtgo Fitt DT
1go

we can then easily integrate the state equations to get
desired velocity position vectors

VdCt C OTCitgo t Cz452tayo g 1go
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To track this trajectory we consider the following feedback form

act ad Lt Bv tayo VA Vd t

Pr too RCH racts

where Bv and Pr are feedback gains that must be
determined Substituting in for ad Vd rd gives
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We now choose Pv and 13 sit the C t Cz coefficients

go to Zero
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with this selection the acceleration becomes

a gtgo Eportgo Bv Burch parrot



which will guide the vehicle from its current state to

the origin terminating with zero velocity

Note that we never specified the basis functions 4 42
Now let 4 I and 42 too Then

for 6

to
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go

and the guidance law is

a 2 Ct 6 ret vet tgoJ g2
go tgo

Note the similarity in form to the previous guidance law
It is mostly the coefficients that are different

This particular guidance law is called the E guidance law

It was first derived by Cherry in 1964 though not in
this way

Ping Lu goes on to describe many other guidance laws So

please read his paper


